
Buck’s Pride Rescue, Inc 
 

Adoption Contract 
 

This is a binding legal contract between Buck’s Pride Rescue, Inc of PO Box 190, Greenville, 

VA 24440 hereafter referred to as rescue and ________________________________ of 

______________________________ hereafter referred to as adopter.  Rescue agees to adopt 

to adopter horse/pony named ___________________________________ described as best 

as possible under the acquiring circumstances as 

____________________________________ hereafter horse for $_____________ adoption 

fee non refundable as a donation to rescue.  Adopter hereby takes all legal and financial 

responsibility of said horse for as long as adopter has horse.  Adopter must maintain horse in 

keeping with adequate care, feeding, and shelter for as long as adopter has horse.  Adopter 

can not under any circumstances sell, give away, take to auction or slaughter said horse, if for 

any reason adopter can no longer maintain said horse in appropriate manner the horse MUST 

be returned at adopter’s expense to rescue.  Rescue MUST know where horse is located at all 

times and must be kept UTD on whereabouts and care with regular picture updates.  Adopter 

must inform rescue of any changes such as moving, vet, farrier, etc.  If rescue does not know 

whereabouts of horse it will be reported as stolen within hours of not knowing exact 

whereabouts.  Rescue is not liable of any damages to person or property of said horse, 

adopter takes all responsibility.  No horse shall be bred by any adopter as the whole point of 

rescue is to prevent unwanted breeding and all stallions will be castrated before homed.  No 

mares shall be bred.  Rescue reserves the right to take back any horse at any time for any 

reason; ex. improper care, improper feeding, abuse of any kind, not able to have stable 

environment.  Adopter has read and understands everything in this contract and agrees to all 

terms of this contract.  This contract takes effect on ____________ day of ______________, 

_______ 

 

 

Sarah Twichell of Buck’s Pride Rescue, Inc          _______________________________ 

 

Adopter                       ____________________________________________________ 


